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Aboitiz Equity Ventures (AEV) whose core net income dropped 
last year by 3% to Php23bn is looking at slightly better income 
this year, flat at best  and with consensus just 6% growth, with 
the expected recovery of AP mainly but with some offset from 
other business segments:

Food business, Pilmico, will see improvement in cost of raw 
materials, key of which is wheat. Union Bank will see a return 
to loan book of a sizable teachers’ loans as approved by the 
Department of Education Quantity undisclosed. 

But these two positives are likely to be offset by continuing 
losses in the cement arm La Farge Republic, in the red in the 
past two years, from its heyday in 2017 with net profits then 
of Php1.6bn. (Losses undisclosed). The cement plant was pur-
chased for Php60bn by AEV and is the 2nd largest in the coun-
try (next to Holcim) with rated annual capacity of 7m tons. It 
is undergoing debottlenecking to boost capacity by 1m tons 
next year.  

To be ahead this year in profits will be Aboitiz Power’s new 
capacity commissioning of 240MW Therma Visayas in the sec-
ond half that adds our own estimated Php920m incremen-
tal income. Secondly is the half year earnings impact worth 
Php290m of the 68MW hydro plant Hedcor Bukidnon which 
started operations last July 2018. (Full year contribution of 
the hydro plant is estimated at Php550m). Thirdly, we esti-
mate Php390m in incremental net profits from 400MW Pagbilao 
Energy, owned 50% by AP, given its start of operations in March 
of 2018. Combined, these three net profit additions will add 
Php1.60bn to last year’s Ph23.8bn income for this year’s esti-
mated total earnings of Php 25.40bn or 7% growth versus last 
year. AP’s earnings last year rose by a mere 2% to Php23.8bn. 

AP’s capacity is now 19% (a little short of its target 4,000MW 
next year) of the national grid capacity (about the level of San 
Miguel Corp.) after acquiring additional 12% to 78% and 30% to 
70% equity stakes in two previously Ayala-owned coal plants 
called 632MW GN Power Mariveles and 2x668 GNPower Dinginin 
equal to about 500MW in additional capacity (the latter to be 
commissioned late this year Unit 1 and Unit 2, next year). The 
acquisition last year was worth $579.2m.

AP’s strategy has been to scale up capacity up to 4000 by next 
year to achieve greater efficiency in its bid to offer the widest 
mix of power generation portfolio that combines coal, renewa-
bles, oil and geothermal in Luzon, Visayas, Mindanao. 

Efficient and competitive power generation and pricing are 
keys to exceptional profitability as the entire industry transi-
tions to shorter-contracting horizon on the view of a looming 
power shortage, and long-term capacity-based contracts give 
way for low-margin, short-term energy-based contracts (one 
year contracts, essentially the retail electricity supply market 
dominated by small coops and contestable clients with less 
than 1 MW power usage). 

This trend toward low-margin RES under open access has been 
the one eating into AP’s more lucractive capacity-based con-
tract with the big distribution utilities that give it pure profits 
of as much as Php3/kwm-Php5/kw compared to RES’ Php1/kwh 
as there is no fuel cost pass through in this market compared 
to the built-in pass through in capacity-based contracts. This 
is the reason why despite the increased capacity, AP has not 
shown much growth in earnings. Increasingly, the power gen-
eration business is becoming a volume game.

AP is also a dividend play, 4% yield on closing price of Php34 
with PE of 9.9x. Switch to AEV (also not so pricey) with PE of 
13x (lower end of the conglomerates PE range) as AEV has been 
the recipient and favorite of foreign flows instead. AEV’s lower 
liquidity versus AC and SM has made it a lot sensitive to funds 
betting on Philippine macro proxies in large caps-dominated 
holdings sector.
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